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Summary

Eisenmenger syndrome (ES) is the most advanced form of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) associated with congenital heart defects. ES greatly affects functional capacity, quality of life, and survival of patients. Clinical management of patients with ES has been dramatically changed and developed in a new therapeutic era of PAH, approximately a century after the first ES case described by Dr. Eisenmenger. Targeted drugs for PAH improve functional capacity and quality of life of patients with ES. In addition, these drugs may also provide a benefit for patients’ survival. To achieve further development in medical treatment of patients with ES, they will need to be individualized according to functional classes, underlying cardiac defects, and underlying systemic diseases. (Int Heart J 2015; 56: S4-S7)
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This article updates the medical treatment of patients with Eisenmenger syndrome (ES) focusing on current evidence and future perspectives in a new therapeutic era of pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH). The gist of this article was presented at the PAH-Coronary Heart Disease Expert Board in Japan held in Kobe in July 2011.

Clinical management of patients with ES has traditionally focused on palliative and supportive treatment. However, increased understanding of the pathophysiology of ES and development of disease-specific, targeted therapies for idiopathic or collagen diseases associated with PAH have provided an important challenge in management of ES.

Chronology of ES

Figure 1 shows the chronology of ES. There were four important episodes in the history of ES, including the first report of a case by Dr. Eisenmenger in 1897, the establishment of pathophysiology by Dr. Wood in 1958, the first therapeutic evidence by the Bosentan Randomized Trial of Endothelin Antagonist Therapy-5 (BREATHE-5) study in 2006, and an important report suggesting improved survival of ES with PAH-targeted therapy in 2010.

The first reported case of Eisenmenger syndrome was a 32-year-old man with a large ventricular septal defect (VSD), overriding the aorta and cyanosis. He died because of hemoptysis. Dr. Eisenmenger reported his clinical course and necropsy findings. This report was the start of the challenge in understanding ES.

About half a century after the first report, Dr. Wood published an important manuscript. He summarized the clinical and physiological features of 127 cases and established the definition of ES. He also precisely described each case of Eisenmenger syndrome, including concrete data. Even in the modern era, his case reports still provide understanding of the essence of ES.

Approximately another 50 years after Dr. Wood’s report, the first therapeutic evidence of ES was achieved by the BREATHE-5 study in 2006. This study showed that bosentan, one of the targeted therapies for PAH, was beneficial for functional capacity in patients with ES. This was a groundbreaking study in the medical treatment of ES. In addition, advanced targeted therapy improved survival of patients with ES in 2010. This result gave new hope to ES patients.

Treatment of ES in a New Era

Historically, management options for patients with ES have been limited to a palliative fashion or heart-lung transplantation. Medical treatment for ES often includes the use of diuretics, digoxin, antiarrhythmics, and anticoagulants. However, none of these approaches has proved to significantly modify the quality of life, survival, or risk of deterioration in patients with ES. Currently, disease-specific, targeted PAH treatment has been applied to ES and has been shown to improve patients’ functional capacity and quality of life.

Endothelin receptor antagonists: The BREATHE-5 trial first showed that bosentan improved the exercise capacity of ES patients in World Health Organization (WHO) functional class 3. To date, the most efficacious targeted PAH therapy in patients with ES is bosentan. The BREATHE-5 trial was the first double-blind placebo-controlled trial in patients with ES. In the BREATHE-5 trial, patients received bosentan 125 mg/day or placebo for 4 weeks, and then bosentan 250 mg/day or placebo for the remaining 12 weeks. Although the BREATHE-5 trial was only 16 weeks in duration, which is a relatively short
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Figure 1. Chronology of ES.

Figure 2. Graph showing the change from baseline in 6-minute walking distance to after treatment with bosentan or placebo. This distance was significantly improved in the bosentan group compared with the placebo group. TE indicates treatment effect. Reproduced with permission from Galiè N, et al. Circulation 2006; 114: 48-54.9

period of time for patients with ES whose natural history is more protracted than those with idiopathic PAH, bosentan improved the exercise capacity of patients with ES. Figure 2 shows the change from baseline of 6-minute walking distance in the placebo and bosentan groups. The distance decreased in the placebo group by 9.7 m, but increased in the bosentan-treated group by 43.4 m. Consequently, bosentan showed a treatment effect of 53.1 m.

In addition, an open-label extended trial5) showed that improved exercise capacity observed in the BREATHE-5 trial was maintained after 24 additional weeks of the bosentan administration period. Figure 3 shows the change in 6-minute walking distance from baseline of the BREATHE-5 trial to the end of the BREATHE-5 open-label extended trial. In the ex-bosentan group, which received bosentan in the BREATHE-5 trial, an increased distance was maintained at the end of the open-label extended study. In the ex-placebo group, which received placebo in the BREATHE-5 trial, the 6-minute walking distance was increased by 24 weeks of bosentan administration. These data implicate bosentan as a new evidence-based therapeutic option for patients with ES.

Phosphodiesterase type-5 inhibitors: An open-label uncontrolled study reported that 6 months of sildenafil administration improved the New York Heart Association (NYHA) functional class and systemic arterial oxygen saturation in patients with ES. However, the 6-minute walking distance showed no significant change.6) Another prospective study showed that 3 months of oral sildenafil therapy improved the quality of life, which was assessed using a disease-specific questionnaire in addition to 6-minute walking distance and WHO functional class.7)

Prostacyclin and prostacyclin analogs: A retrospective review on 8 patients with ES showed that 3 months of epoprostenol administration resulted in improved WHO functional class, increased oxygen saturation, decreased pulmonary vascular resistance, and increased 6-minute walking distance.8) However, epoprostenol therapy also has problems concerning long-term catheter use (eg, catheter-related infections and thrombi).

Effect of PAH-Targeted Therapy on Survival in ES Patients

Advanced targeted therapy for PAH had been shown to improve exercise capacity, pulmonary hemodynamics, and quality of life in patients with ES. However, until recently, no data existed on a potential survival benefit. Four years after the first therapeutic evidence by BREATHE-5, an important study was published suggesting that advanced and targeted therapy for PAH improves survival of patients with ES.4) This was a retrospective study from a single pulmonary hypertension center. A total of 229 adult patients with ES were included. Approximately half of them had complex anatomy and 53.7% were WHO class 3 or 4. The mean resting oxygen saturation was 84.3%. Sixty-eight patients (29.7%) were on advanced therapy. Ten of them were on advanced therapy at the time of first assessment and 58 were started on advanced therapy during follow-up. In this study, advanced therapy was started on bosentan (73.5%), sildenafil (25.0%), or epoprostenol (1.5%). Fifty-two of 229 patients died during a median follow-up of 4.0 years. The overall 5-year mortality rate was 23.3%. Adjusted survival rate curves with and without advanced therapy are shown in Figure 4. The mortality rate of patients with advanced therapy was much lower than that of patients without advanced therapy.

A retrospective study of adult patients with ES in Japan also suggested that advanced targeted therapy improves survival rate in patients with ES (Figure 5).9

Treatment Algorithm for ES

Figure 6 shows one of the current treatment algorithms for ES. In this algorithm, advanced targeted therapies are recommended for patients in NYHA classes 3 and 4. Dimopoulos, et al 10 and Sakazaki, et al 11 supported the accuracy of this algorithm from the viewpoint of survival benefit. However,
several uncertain issues remain (eg, treatment strategy for patients in NYHA class 1 or 2).

Future Perspectives

Individualization is an important concept concerning future perspectives in treatments for patients with ES. Recently, medical treatment has been developed by consolidation of several types of pulmonary hypertension, including ES into PAH. However, further development will require individualization by functional classes, underlying cardiac anomalies, and underlying systemic diseases.

Dimopoulos, et al. showed that the 5-year survival rate in patients in NYHA class 1 or 2 was 14.1%. This appears to be higher than that in patients with advanced therapy. Nevertheless, the functional class of a vast majority of patients with advanced therapy was NYHA class 3 or 4 at baseline. Therefore, use of advanced therapy for ES patients in NYHA class 2 (and 1) may be reasonable from the viewpoint of survival benefit.

Tailor-made advanced therapy according to underlying cardiac anomalies (eg, atrial septal defect [ASD] and VSD) is also important. A subgroup analysis of BREATHE-5 did not show any difference in the effect of bosentan between patients with ASD and VSD. Nonetheless, there are several differences between ASD and VSD in ES patients from the viewpoint of rapidity and severity of pulmonary vascular occlusive disease, the timing of diagnosis of defects, and hemodynamics, including volume load of both ventricles. Therefore, further studies are required to investigate the similarities and differences in the efficacy of advanced therapy between ES patients with ASD and those with VSD.

Underlying systemic diseases, such as Down syndrome or polysplenia, may also affect advanced therapy. Down syndrome was present in approximately 30% of patients in the report by Dimopoulos, et al. However, there is no description of the difference between Down and non-Down patients. An imbalance in biosynthesis of thromboxane A2 and prostacyclin has been reported in Down syndrome. Findings concerning factors contributing to the pathogenesis of PAH will provide tailor-made advanced targeted therapy for individual ES patients according to underlying systemic diseases.

**Conclusion:** In a new therapeutic era for PAH, approximately a century after the first case report of ES by Dr. Eisenmenger, medical treatment for patients with ES has considerably developed. Advanced, disease-specific, targeted therapy (eg, endothelin receptor antagonists, phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors, prostacyclin, and prostacyclin analogues) will improve ES patients’ functional capacity and quality of life. Moreover, these drugs may provide a benefit for survival.

To achieve further development in the treatment of ES, individualization of ES patients is essential. Dr. Wood, who passionately cared for many ES patients and precisely described their clinical and pathological features, made an important contribution to understanding a variety of pathogeneses of ES. His article is a reminder of the value of case reports, as well as clinical evidence, achieved by a large amount of patients. We need to provide the best therapeutic option to indi-
individual patients with ES, describe their clinical course, share this information with patients and doctors worldwide, and establish a concrete and individualized (tailor-made) guideline of medical therapy for patients with ES in a new therapeutic era of PAH.
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